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Multi-products big bag 
vacuum discharge

I  

Capacity

Main structure manufacturing: mild 

Manufacturing of parts in contact with 

the product

Dosing accuracy: 

ted

using a simple pallet truck or forklift. 
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1. The big bag is placed on the station with a truck. The operator connects the 
spout of the big bag
2. The telescopic suction pipe is connected to the vacuum conveyor and dips 
into the big bag
3. A big bag massaging device, connected to a ventilation system, allows the 
recentering of the material to ensure a complete emptying of the big bag
4. The 

weighing without interference ; 2) To optimize the product flow
5. Reclosing of the empty or semi-empty big bag
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F Fan for big bag shaping to 
help the suction of material at 
the bottom of the big bag

F Weight cells for manage-
ment of material vacuum

F Connection to the vacuum 

conveying system VFlow®

F Adaptable to any big bag 

dimensions

Advantages

F  Tight connection of the big 

bag: no dust, no foreign bodies 

See our range of vacuum 
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Telescopic
suction pipe

Structure

Cylinder to 
help the flow 

of the material

enclosure

connector

Control box
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-125 kg

Big bag 
suspendu

2. Aspiration of the amount needed for the 
recipe.

2. Change of product.

Download videos & layouts from our website

Big Bag Discharge Station EasyFlow
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 2211 mm overall

 

Big bag width  1947 mm overall

 2752 mm overall - doors open

 Big bag height
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Standard big bag sizes that can 
be handled with this station :

F 
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Options
EasyFlow® Flex

Case study

AVAILABLE

CUSTOM

MADEBig Bag Discharge Station
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F 
Helps the material to flow towards the center of the big bag

F 
The guarantee of a «clean» product

To prevent cross contamination and allow discharge of multiple products on the same 
station, the suction pipe and the connection head are removable. Several sets are sup-
plied.

F 
Moving of the whole station

F 
Motorized support system

The big bag is tightened progressively during the draining to recenter the material to-
wards the middle of the big bag, thus limiting material residue inside the big bag.

F 
Operator protection zone

of the door, preventing any movement of the big bag emptying station.

I 

Installation details:

The pneumatic conveying system sucks up the powder 
from a 200 l. drum or a big bag through an automated 
suction pipe. The maximum throughput of the installation 

The station consists of a supporting system adjustable in 
width to facilitate the setting up of the big bag. The big 

The big bag filling spout is connected to an inflatable seal 
to ensure tightness of the assembly. A flexible cuff allows 

The cuff is fixed by clamp, easily removable for cleaning.
The fork support system is motorized, allowing the 
constant tension of the big bag throughout its drain.

The aim is to bring the powder towards the center of the 
big bag, where the suction pipe plunges. The big bag never 
rests on the ground during the discharge phase.
The suction pipe is also mounted on a motorized trans-
lation post. The descent of the pipe can be driven conti-
nuously (single application) or controlled by the level sen-
sor fixed at the end of the pipe for detecting the «lack of
product.»

The adjustment of the conveying by means of the suction 
pipe is provided by the air intake valve and by the addition 
of compressed air directly into the tube. The adjustment of 
the dilution is an essential parameter for the efficiency of 
the conveying process.

The big bag inflating fan ensures a constant shaping of the 
big bag to facilitate its complete draining (no creases). The 
fan system is preferred to air by inflation because of its 
speed and a much lower energy balance.

Massage cylinders complete the installation to ensure a 
constant supply of the suction pipe. The product is regularly 
brought towards the center of the big bag under the action 
of massage plates.

tion and preventing access (guard locking) to the station  
during operation.

Customer: Manufacturing company of electric high-tech batteries 
Product: 
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